
 

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 
BEFORE THE 

FEDERAL ENERGY REGULATORY COMMISSION 
 

Southwest Power Pool, Inc.   )  Docket Nos.  ER14-781-002  
           
 

MOTION FOR LEAVE TO ANSWER 
AND ANSWER OF SOUTHWEST POWER POOL, INC. 

 
 Pursuant to Rules 212 and 213 of the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission’s 

(“Commission”) Rules of Practice and Procedure, 18 C.F.R. §§ 385.212 and 385.213, 

Southwest Power Pool, Inc. (“SPP”) moves for leave to answer, and submits this answer 

to the request for clarification and rehearing of the Commission’s June 13, 2014 order 

(“June 13 Order”)1 filed by American Wind Coalition Energy Association (“AWEA”) 

and the Wind Coalition (“TEC”) (together, the “Parties”) on July 14, 2014 in this docket.2   

I. BACKGROUND 

 

On December 20, 20133, SPP submitted to the Commission proposed revisions 

to its Open Access Transmission Tariff (“Tariff”)4 to modify its Generator 

                                                 
1  Sw. Power Pool, Inc., 147 FERC ¶ 61,201 (2014). 

2  Request for Clarification and/or Rehearing of the American Wind Energy 
Association and the Wind Coalition, Docket No. ER14-781-002 (July 14, 2014) 
(“Rehearing Request”). According to the record for the docket found on the 
Commission’s website, AWEA and TWC appear to have filed its Request for 
Clarification and Rehearing twice. The first filing appears to not be in final form. 
The second filing was filed on July 14, 2014 after 5 PM and SPP is uncertain 
whether the second filing was accepted by the Commission out of time. 
Notwithstanding, SPP considers the second filing to be the formal filing intended 
by AWEA and TWC; and therefore, SPP responds to the second filing made by 
the Parties. 

3  Revisions to Modify the Generator Interconnection Procedures of Southwest 
Power Pool, Inc., Docket No. ER14-781-000 (Dec. 20, 2013) (“December 20 
Filing”). 

4  Southwest Power Pool, Inc., FERC Electric Tariff, Sixth Revised Volume No. 1. 
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Interconnection Procedures (“GIP”) in Attachment V. Such modifications are intended 

to promote additional reforms and added efficiencies to the interconnection queue 

process, interconnection study process, and changes to the pro forma Generator 

Interconnection Agreement (“GIA”). On February 28, 2014, the Commission issued a 

letter to SPP requesting additional information and clarification concerning the proposed 

revisions5 (“Deficiency Letter”). As required, SPP filed its answers to the questions 

posed by the Commission6 (“Deficiency Response”).  

The June 13 Order conditionally accepted in part and rejected in part SPP’s 

proposed reforms and required SPP to make an additional compliance filing. SPP 

submitted its compliance filing on July 14, 2014 as required by the Commission.7 

AWEA and TWC submitted its Rehearing Request of the June 13 Order on July 14, 

2014.8  The Rehearing Request sought clarification that:  

“[A] withdrawing interconnection customer’s non-refundable deposit will 

not be applied to an already funded network upgrade of a lower queued 

customer in the case that the costs of the network upgrade do not increase 

as a result of the higher queued customer’s withdrawal.” 9 

Additionally, in the absence of clarification, AWEA and TWC request rehearing 

of the Commission’s decision “to allow milestone or GIA deposits to be used to 

                                                 
5  Letter Requesting Additional Information, Docket No. ER14-781-000 (Feb. 28, 

2014). 

6  Submission of Response to Request for Additional Information of Southwest 
Power Pool, Inc., Docket No. ER14-781-001 (Apr. 14, 2014). 

7  Compliance Filing of Southwest Power Pool, Inc., Docket No. ER14-781-003 
(July 14, 2014). 

8  See Rehearing Request. A request for rehearing was also submitted by E.ON 
Climate and Renewables North America LLC which was incorporated by the 
Rehearing Request.  

9  See Rehearing Request at 1. 
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compensate interconnection customers for costs that do not increase as a result of 

another customer’s withdrawal [from the interconnection queue]…”10 AWEA and TWC 

suggest that the Commission’s decision was unjust and unreasonable and not the result 

of reasoned decision-making supported by the record.11 SPP submits this Answer to 

ensure a full and accurate record and to aid the Commission in its decision making 

process. 

II. MOTION FOR LEAVE TO ANSWER 

SPP recognizes that the Commission’s procedural rules generally prohibit 

answers to requests for rehearing.12 For good cause shown, however, the Commission has 

waived this general prohibition and permitted supplemental answers when doing so 

assures a complete record, provides information helpful to the disposition of an issue, 

permits the issues to be narrowed or clarified, or aids the Commission in understanding 

or resolving the issues.13  The Commission should find that good cause exists to accept 

this filing because SPP’s answer will clarify the record regarding the “milestone 

payment” issue raised by the Rehearing Request; and, absent such clarification, confusion 

                                                 
10  Id. at 2.  

11  Id. 

12  Rule 213(a)(2), 18 C.F.R. § 385.213(a)(2). See also Rule 713(d)(1), 18 C.F.R. § 
385.713(d)(1). 

13  SPP seeks leave to submit this answer to assist the Commission’s decision-
making process and clarify the issues.  The Commission regularly allows answers 
for such purposes.  See, e.g., Sw. Power Pool, Inc., 135 FERC ¶ 61,223, at P 27 
(2011) (accepting answers that aided the Commission’s decision-making); Sw. 
Power Pool, Inc., 132 FERC ¶ 61,042, at P 28 (2010) (same), reh’g denied, 136 
FERC ¶ 61,050 (2011); Sw. Power Pool, Inc., 131 FERC ¶ 61,252, at P 19 (2010) 
(same), reh’g denied, 137 FERC ¶ 61,075 (2011); Sw. Power Pool, Inc., 128 
FERC ¶ 61,018, at P 15 (2009) (same); Sw. Power Pool, Inc., 126 FERC 
¶ 61,153, at P 18 (2009) (same).   
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may result over the application of the Tariff provisions or from the misrepresentation of 

SPP’s position.14    

III. ANSWER 

SPP wishes to comment on the Rehearing Request’s references to certain SPP 

statements regarding refund of security deposits that are contained in both SPP’s 

responses to the Deficiency Letter and testimony filed in the December 20 Filing. By 

accepting these comments, the Commission will allow SPP to provide context in which to 

review the Parties’ requested clarification of the refund issue.  

In its Rehearing Request, the Parties recognize Commission approval of SPP’s 

proposed mechanisms regarding the treatment of deposits made by withdrawing 

Interconnection Customers.15 Notwithstanding the Commission’s approval, the Parties 

ask the Commission to clarify that security deposits provided during the interconnection 

study phase are non-refundable to withdrawing Interconnection Customers to the extent 

when costs of network upgrades funded by lower queued interconnection customers 

increase when a higher queued customer withdraws.16 As evidence of the need for 

clarification, the Rehearing Request cites both to SPP’s response to the Deficiency Letter 

and to Charles Hendrix’s testimony from the December 20 Filing, and implies that the 

two statements may be inconsistent. The Parties further question whether SPP has 

changed its position regarding the process to refund deposited financial security for 

                                                 
14  SPP’s silence in this Answer on any issue or argument addressed in any comment 

should not be construed as SPP’s agreement with any such issue or argument. 

15  See Rehearing Request at 4. 

16  Id. at 1. 
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Interconnection Customers withdrawing from the queue.17  Such is not the case on both 

accounts.  

AWEA and TWC are confusing the use of the Interconnection Facilities Study 

security deposit provided in Section 8.9 of the GIP with the use of the GIA Initial 

Payment which the Interconnection Customer provides pursuant to Article 11.6 of the 

GIA.  While the security deposit provided by the Interconnection Customer for Section 

8.9 requirements may later be applied to the Initial Payment for the GIA, the use and 

refund-ability of the Section 8.9 security deposit is different from the use of the Initial 

Payment as satisfaction for increased construction costs that are imposed upon another 

Interconnection Customer due to the withdrawal.  As explained below, the two statements 

should be read independently from the other and each should be construed only in the 

application for which it is intended.  

To begin, the request for clarification first generalizes that “milestone payments” 

are to be non-refundable when Interconnection Customers withdraw from the 

interconnection queue or terminate its executed GIA.18 Milestone payments take many 

forms and are subject to different processes. The milestone payments being referenced by 

the Rehearing Request includes security deposits referenced in Section 8.9 of the GIP, 

and the Initial Payment required upon execution of the GIA.  Notwithstanding a 

separation of process, the Rehearing Request ties both types of milestone payments to 

Section 8.9(a) of the GIP that states “[t]he security deposit is refundable” unless specific 

                                                 
17  Id. at 5. 

18  Id. at 3. 
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conditions exist.19 The Parties’ interpretation seems to mean that Section 8.9(a) applies to 

both types of “milestone deposits” when Interconnection Customers withdraw from the 

queue. That is an incorrect interpretation of the GIP. Section 8.9(a) of the GIP applies 

solely to security payments provided by Interconnection Customer during the 

interconnection study process.  Section 8.9(a) does not apply to Initial Payment provided 

by Interconnection Customer upon execution of the GIA, which are governed by the 

terms of the GIA, specifically Section 11.6. 

To illustrate its need for clarification, the Rehearing Request cites to SPP’s 

responses to the Commission’s Deficiency Letter. With regard to milestone payments for 

transmission studies under the GIP, the Rehearing Request points to SPP’s Deficiency 

Response that explains “SPP states milestone deposits from a withdrawing 

interconnection customer can be used to cover restudy costs, when that withdrawal 

causes the need for restudies, and the costs of the restudies cannot be covered solely by 

the withdrawing customer’s study deposits.”20 The Rehearing Request then cites to SPP’s 

representation that interconnection customer’s milestone payments can be used to cover 

costs of network upgrade costs that are shifted to other interconnection customers and 

                                                 
19  Section 8.9(a) of the GIP provides that security deposits are refundable if the 

interconnection customer withdraws prior to the execution of the GIA, or request 
to file an unexecuted GIA, unless the following conditions exist: 

 1. the withdrawal of the Interconnection Request is determined by Transmission 
Provider to cause increased facility upgrade cost to any Interconnection Customer 
in the Interconnection Facilities Queue; and 

 2. the total Network Upgrade cost estimates in the Interconnection Facilities 
Study increased by less than twenty-five percent (25%) over the Network 
Upgrade cost estimates in the Definitive Interconnection System Impact Study for 
the withdrawing Interconnection Customer. 

20  See Rehearing Request at 4 (referencing Deficiency Response at 8). 
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SPP will perform a restudy to determine “that the need for the Network Upgrade did not 

dissipate and that increased costs are imposed upon another Interconnection Customer.”21 

These statements attributed to SPP are correct as applied to security deposits for 

interconnection studies pursuant to Section 8.9 of the GIP. 

 The arguments then shift from the GIP to the GIA, without explanation, and cites 

to Charles Hendrix’s testimony regarding the refund-ability of down payments where 

“deposits required under the GIA can be used to cover ‘any cost that has been incurred 

for the construction of those Shared Network Upgrades or those Network Upgrades that 

were paid for by another Interconnection Customer that are now unnecessary due to the 

termination of the GIA.’”22 The Rehearing Request protests that the situation described in 

AWEA’s cited section of Charles Hendrix’ testimony was not adequately addressed in 

the Deficiency Response or Section 8.9 of the Tariff.23 SPP would clarify that using 

Charles Hendrix’s Testimony in conjunction with SPP’s Deficiency Response is mixing 

the rules pertaining to the two different types of milestone payments, and the statements 

should not be read together as dispositive to the same issue. Furthermore, the Parties’ 

juxtaposition of the two individual and separate processes is not a viable comparison and 

any inconsistency between the terms should not be seen as a change of SPP’s position.  

Second, the reference to Charles Hendrix’s Testimony regarding Section 11.6 of 

the GIA tries to expand the scope of the Commission’s Deficiency Letter. SPP’s 

Deficiency Response was tailored for the Commission’s questions specific to Section 8.9 

                                                 
21  Id. (referencing Deficiency Response at 8-9). 

22  Id. at 5 (citing Hendrix Testimony at page 44). 

23  Id. at 5. 
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of the GIP. SPP answered the Commission as directed. Any implied allegation that SPP 

was deficient in its Deficiency Response for the very reason SPP did not address issues 

which were outside the scope of the Deficiency Letter should be rejected by the 

Commission. SPP requests that the Commission take this fact into consideration when 

deciding the merits of the Rehearing Request.  

In response to the specific request for rehearing, SPP would state that it has 

shown the necessity and reasonableness of the GIA revisions as a means to reduce the 

number of Interconnection Requests that may be purely speculative moving forward into 

a GIA. SPP presented information in its December 20 Filing to indicate that a significant 

number of GIAs were being executed in SPP for Interconnection Requests that were 

ultimately terminated by the Interconnection Customer, exceeded their allotted 

suspension time, or were terminated by SPP due to Interconnection Customer’s breach of 

the GIA.24  The late stage termination of these GIAs has caused serious issues for SPP to 

process its Interconnection Queue when the earliest queued Interconnection Studies must 

be continually re-studied each time a speculative Interconnection Request terminates its 

GIA (or has it terminated by SPP).  SPP constructed the GIA provisions to provide a 

means to deter speculative Interconnection Requests from signing a GIA.  

Under the pro forma GIA approved in this docket, an Interconnection Customer 

that signs the GIA is required to make an Initial Payment within 30 Days after the 

Effective Date of the GIA25.  Additionally, later queued Interconnection Customers will 

be assured that the Network Upgrades required in their GIA will be their definitive 

                                                 
24  See December 20 Filing at Exhibit SPP-1, page 43 line 24 and page 44 lines 1-2. 

25  When the Interconnection Facilities Study security deposit is applied to the Initial 
Payment, its refund-ability then becomes subject to the Section 11.6 of the GIA.  
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requirements for Interconnection Service, and not be wary of providing authorization to 

start construction on upgrades because they believe that the Interconnection Customers 

queued ahead are speculative.  If the later queued Interconnection Customer is fulfilling 

its obligations by building a Network Upgrade that become no longer needed when an 

Interconnection Customer terminates its GIA, the later queued Customer will have some 

of its costs offset by the withdrawing customer.  Requiring an Initial Payment serves two 

functions wherein the Initial Payment: 1) serves as a notice for speculative 

Interconnection Customers not to move forward into a GIA lest they put their Initial 

Payment at risk; and 2) offsets the costs to the later queued Interconnection Customers 

who have paid for unnecessary upgrades.  Requiring an initial down payment at the 

execution of the GIA is just and reasonable because it helps ensures that GIAs are 

executed for non-speculative Interconnection Requests.26  

IV. CONCLUSION 

 As discussed in this answer, the Commission should accept this answer because it 

provides information that will provide clarification and aid the Commission in its 

decision making process.   

Respectfully submitted, 

/s/ Matthew S. Harward 
Matthew S. Harward 
Southwest Power Pool, Inc. 
201 Worthen Drive 
Little Rock, AR 72223 
Telephone (501) 614-3560 
Facsimile (501) 482-2022 
 
Attorney for  
Southwest Power Pool, Inc. 

                                                 
26  See December 20 Filing at Exhibit SPP-1, page 47 lines 12-14. 
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